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Disclaimer

This paper was produced for a meeting organized Health & 
Consumers DG and represents the views of its author on the  
subject. These views have not been adopted or in any way 
approved by the Commission and should not be relied upon as a 
statement of the Commission's or Health & Consumers DG's
views. The European Commission does not guarantee the 
accuracy of the data included in this paper, nor does it accept 
responsibility for any use made thereof.
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What is a patent?

• A patent is a legal title granting its holder 
the right to prevent third parties from using 
an invention without authorisation.

• It is not a right to perform the invention!

• Protection is granted:
– for a limited period, generally 20 years
– for a specific geographic area
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Why patents?

• incentive for investment into R&D
• prevent secrecy (obligatory disclosure after 18 months)
• avoid duplication of R&D
• tradable right in knowledge goods (intangible assets)
• ...
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The European Patent Convention

The European Patent Convention (EPC) 
– provides the legal framework for the granting of European patents 

via a centralised procedure
– establishes the European Patent Organisation

1973 – Diplomatic Conference in Munich ► signature of the EPC by 16 
countries

1977 – Entry into force of the EPC in 7 countries   - marked as follows
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36 member states

European patent applications and 
patents can also be extended at the 
applicant's request to the following 
states:

Albania • Bosnia-Herzegovina • Serbia

Status: July 2009

Austria • Belgium • Bulgaria • Croatia •
Cyprus • Czech Republic • Denmark •
Estonia • Finland • France • Germany •
Greece • Hungary • Iceland • Ireland •
Italy • Latvia • Liechtenstein • Lithuania •
Luxembourg • Former Yugoslav     
Republic of Macedonia • Malta •
Monaco • Netherlands • Norway •
Poland • Portugal • Romania •
San Marino • Slovakia • Slovenia •
Spain • Sweden • Switzerland •
Turkey • United Kingdom 
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Patent filings Biotechnology EPO
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Classical Biotechnology vs. Synthetic biology

Classical biotechnology

focus on one or few genes

scientific approach

non-standardised

biological synthesis of DNA

"modified" life
...

Synthetic biology

focus on many genes

engineering approach

standardised "parts"

chemical synthesis of DNA

"artificial" life?
...

www.flickr.com/photos/mknowles/47457221/

an incremental change?
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Anything new from a patent point of view?

• Product claims: nucleic acids (genes, regulatory elements, mRNA), 
proteins, vectors, cells, micro-organisms

• Method claims: "Method for synthesis of compound X ..."

• Use claims: "Use of micro-organism Y for synthesis of ..."

• Apparatus claims: "Apparatus for synthesising ..."

Source: Synthetic Genomics Inc.
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What is patentable?

Article 52 EPC
Patentable inventions
(1) European patents shall be granted for any inventions, in all fields of 

technology, provided that they are new, involve an inventive step and 
are susceptible of industrial application.

(2) The following in particular shall not be regarded as inventions within 
the meaning of paragraph 1:

(a) discoveries, scientific theories and mathematical methods;
(b) aesthetic creations;
(c) schemes, rules and methods for performing mental acts, playing 

games or doing business, and programs for computers;
(d) presentations of information.
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"Ordre Public" or morality?

Article 53 EPC
Exceptions to patentability
European patents shall not be granted in 

respect of:
(a) inventions the commercial exploitation 

of which would be contrary to "ordre
public" or morality; such exploitation 
shall not be deemed to be so contrary 
merely because it is prohibited by law or 
regulation in some or all of the 
Contracting States
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• EU-Biotech-Directive 98/44/EC of 6 July 1998
supplementary means of interpretation of Rules 26-29 EPC

General and definitions

Patentable biotechnological inventions

Exceptions to patentability

The human body and its elements

Entered into force September 01, 1999

Specific requirements for biotechnological inventions:
Rules 26-29 EPC
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Biological or synthetic?

Rule 26 EPC
General and definitions
(2) "Biotechnological inventions" are inventions which concern a product 

consisting of or containing biological material or a process by means 
of which biological material is produced, processed or used.

(3) "Biological material" means any material containing genetic 
information and capable of reproducing itself or being reproduced in a 
biological system.

What about artificial codons, non-
natural amino acids, protocells etc.?
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Patentable biotechnological inventions
• Biological material which is isolated from its natural environment or 

technically produced even if present in nature (nucleic acid molecules, 
proteins, cells etc.)

• Plants  or animals if not confined to a particular variety, e.g. transgenic 
plants or animals (G1/98)

• Microbiological processes and products (e.g. microorganisms)

Rule 27 EPC

Discovery or invention?
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European Group on Ethics

Opinion n°25 - 17/11/2009 - Ethics of synthetic biology
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What happens after the grant of a patent?

• EPC ends with grant (including opposition/appeal)
• EP patents converted into bundle of national patents after grant
• National law post-grant not harmonised

– validation
– revocation
– infringement
– research exemption
– compulsory licenses (e.g. for public health, Belgium)
– research tool licenses (e.g. for biotechnology, Switzerland)
– ...

• Licensing practice, registration and regulation (private contract law)

Ethics and governanceEthics and governance
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Interview for "EPO Scenarios for the Future"

"In synthetic biology, building blocks such as 
genes that have a certain function are 
synthesized and put into a cell so that a cell 
starts to produce a certain substance. To arrive 
at this result, you need sometimes hundreds of 
these building blocks. Now if each of these 
building blocks is protected by a patent, any 
innovation which is based on any of them is 
blocked. [...] In view of this situation, it might be 
advisable to exclude biological building blocks 
from being patentable, while the complex 
biological structures that result from these 
building blocks should be patentable."

Professor J. Henkel, Schöller Chair in Technology and 
Innovation Management, Technische Universität München
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BioBricks: free to share and reuse?
The BioBricks Foundation, Inc. (BBF), is a not-for-profit organization founded to promote and protect the 
development, sharing, and reuse of BioBrick™ standard biological parts. The BBF's goals are to provide 
stewardship in developing and promoting technical standards, in building and protecting a public commons of 
synthetic biological parts, and in supporting a vibrant community of biological engineers. 
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BioBricks Public License

The BioBrick™ Public Agreement
DRAFT Version 1
October 2009

Rights and Non-Assertion. If any portion of the Materials (including but not 
limited to a nucleic acid sequence within the Materials), or any
compositions containing the Materials, and/or any uses of the Materials 
are covered by any patents, patent applications, or other proprietary 
rights belonging to the Contributor, the Contributor agrees not to assert 
or threaten to assert such patents; not to threaten assertion of any 
rights that may be granted through issuance of a patent application; not 
to invite to license; and not to enforce any other proprietary rights in the 
Materials as provided in any manner against or otherwise adverse to 
either the Foundation or any person or entity who uses the Materials 
under a BioBrick™ User Agreement (a “User”).
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BiOS: open source build on patents

BiOS (Biological Open Source) is a legally enforceable framework to 
enable the sharing of the capability to use patented and non-patented 
technology, which may include materials and methods, within a 
dynamically expanding group of those who all agree to the same 
principles of responsible sharing, a “protected commons”.  Those who join 
a BiOS "concordance" agree not to assert IP rights against each others's
use of the technology to do research, or to develop products either for 
profit or for public good.  BiOS-compatible agreements can support both 
freedom to operate, and freedom to cooperate.

http://www.bios.net
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• EPO initiative: "Raising the bar"
"Grant patents only for innovations with sufficient inventive merit meeting 

the needs of society"
– rigorous application of search and examination standards
– closing procedural loopholes
– reducing pendency times (e.g. divisionals)

• European Harmonisation
– European Union Patent (EUPat)
– European and EU Patents Court system (EEUPC)

• Patent insight and knowledge
– patent training and support for SMEs, universities (e.g. European 

Patent Academy, European Patent Network)
– easy-to-use patent information (e.g. maps for worldwide patent 

landscapes)

Outlook
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Thank you for your attention!

Contact: brutz@epo.org



This paper was produced for a meeting organized by Health & Consumers DG and represents the views of its author on the
subject. These views have not been adopted or in any way approved by the Commission and should not be relied upon as a statement of 
the Commission's or Health & Consumers DG's views. The European Commission does not guarantee the accuracy of the data
included in this paper, nor does it accept responsibility for any use made thereof.
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